Allied iQQ®
Connector

Integrated to the
Loan Origination Module

Capture POS Opportunities with the Allied iQQ® Connector
The Allied iQQ connector provides access to Allied’s cutting-edge online quoting software, iQQ®,
directly within the Temenos Loan Origination module. The connector allows loan origination
customers to present and cross-sell GAP and MBP options..

Key Features
Simple and Seamless Processing
Presented within a new Allied iQQ® workflow step, this
connector seamlessly displays all the requirements
for quoting, accepting and fulfilling Allied’s Mechanical
Breakdown Protection (MBP) and Guaranteed Asset
Protection (GAP) within the platform.

Real-Time Interface
A powerful, real-time interface eliminates the need to launch
Allied iQQ® in a separate window for individual transactions.
All functionality needed to create, update and issue Allied
point-of-sale products can be found directly within the
system.

Track and Monitor Performance
Reports and analytics can provide visibility of how often loan
officers are informing applicants about available point-of-sale
products, as well as measure overall opportunities and
success rates.

Benefits
Increase Your Bottom Line
The Allied iQQ® connector ensures GAP and MBP are
discussed with each new loan applicant, increasing efficiency
and the likelihood of a successful sale.

Eliminate the Need for Multiple Programs

Reduce Redundant Data Entry
Existing borrower, collateral and loan information is
automatically transmitted between the module and Allied
iQQ®, greatly reducing the amount of manual data entry
required.

More Information
System Requirements
Version 10.24 or higher must be installed in order to utilize
the Allied iQQ® connector.

Provider Highlight
Allied Solutions is one of the largest
independently operated providers
of insurance, lending, and marketing
products and services to more than
4,000 financial institutions nationwide.
Our philosophy is simple…we focus on
delivering proven innovative product
and service solutions designed to
meet the needs of financial institutions
and exceptional customer service that is supported by
comprehensive training programs. We have the products
you need and the experience to make them work. There are
a lot of companies out there offering financial services…but
only one with the focus and service commitment of Allied
Solutions.
To learn more, contact your Temenos Account Manager. To speak
to Allied directly, contact Karen Bethel at 1 (800) 826-9387 ext.
10678 or karen.bethel@alliedsolutions.net.

Eliminate time spent maneuvering between multiple screens
and programs. All tools needed to quote, accept and fulfill
MBP and GAP are available within one centralized system.
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